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1.What mountain range do the United States and Canada share to the west?

2.Many people are employed mining for these found within the Canadian shield.

3.While most of Canada is English-speaking, what providence in Eastern Canada is French-speaking?

4.What is the total value of goods and services produced in a country within a year’s time?

5.A company deciding to update old machinery within their factories is them investing in their

___________________.

6.The five lakes south of Ontario and north of Michigan is the __________________.

7.A society where decisions are made based off of customs and generations from the past is which type

of economic system?

8.The percentage of those in a country that can read and write.

9.Which agreement encouraged trade and economic growth in the 1990s?

10.Germany, Great Britian, and Canada all have a                                                      .

11.A country or company focused on producing a few goods and services efficiently is

_____________________.

12.This trade barrier places a tax on imported goods.

13.When traveling abroad a person does this with their money.

14.Most countries in the world, including Canada has this type of economy.

15.What body of water sits inside the Canadian shield?

16.The chief executive in Canada is called the ______________________.
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Using the word bank below, answer the following questions.
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Rocky Mountains

Natural Resources

Capital Goods

NAFTA

Quebec

Gross Domestic Product

(GDP)

Literacy Rate

Specialization

Great Lakes

Traditional Economy

Tariff

Prime Minister

Currency Exchange

Mixed Economy Hudson Bay
Parliamentary Democracy



Correctly identify the geographical features pictured below.

Define the following terms and concepts or identify the correct word that
matches the provided definition.

Specialization

NAFTA

toxic rain and

result of carbon

dioxide, sulfur

dioxide, and

nitrogen oxide.

Someone taking

the risk to start

their own

business.

The Canadian

government

established two

official languages

within this province.

Secede


